
 

 

 
 

Monitoring Fairness and Balance in Media Coverage of the March 2022 By-elections  
Issue 3: 3 March 2022 

 
1.0 Introduction  
The media have an ethical obligation to be 
impartial in their coverage of electoral 
processes; this requires fairness and 
balance in their representation of the 
political players. Through this report 
Media Monitors tracks if the local media is 
adhering to these requirements.  
 

Section 160J of Zimbabwe’s Electoral Act 
states that during an election period, 
broadcasters and print publishers shall ensure 
that (a) all political parties and candidates are 
treated equitably in their news media, in 
regard to the extent, timing and prominence of 
the coverage accorded to them. 

 
Methodology  
To assess coverage, Media Monitors measures 
the space and time allocated to political actors1  
in print media and broadcasts between 5pm 
and 9pm.  

 
 
1.1 Context 
The most topical election related 
developments on the 3rd of March were on:  

 The accreditation of 352 election 
observers.  

                                                           
1 Political actors monitored include; national assembly 

candidates, local authority candidates, party spokespersons and 
political parties when they are the subject in news stories  

 The criticism of political violence by 
ZEC and the Zimbabwe Human Rights 
Commission.  

 
2.0 Fairness and balance in reporting the by 
elections  
Only 5 (31%) of the 16 political parties 
contesting in the elections received coverage 
in the monitored media.  
 
Fig 1. Overall distribution of space and time 
among political actors (this includes political 
parties, leaders and candidates) in all media 

 
Media attention continued to focus on three 
parties, CCC, MDC A and Zanu PF, with CCC and 
Zanu PF taking up 95% of the coverage and 
MDC A getting 3%.  
While ZANU PF dominates coverage in the 
government-controlled platforms, CCC 
dominated in the other platforms. 
 
Fig 2: Distribution of time and space among 
political parties by platform  

 

In this report “media coverage” refers 

to the direct speech attributed to 

candidates and political party 

representatives and when they are 

mentioned or the subject of a news 

story 

 



 
Which political actors were allocated space 
and time?  
During this monitoring period, National 
Assembly candidates were the most prominent 
political actors featured in the news.  
 
Fig 3: Distribution of coverage amongst 
political actors 

 
The privately owned electronic and print 
media monitored did not give coverage to any 
of the national assembly candidates.   
 
Fig 4: Space and time allocated to National 
Assembly candidates by platforms  

 
 
3.0 Gender representation of political actors 
featured in the media 
 
 Fig 5: Overall distribution of space and time 
by gender  

           
 

There was a notable improvement in the 
visibility of women political actors, as they 
improved from a 9% share of the election 
related coverage to 43% on this date of 
monitoring.  
 
Fig 6: Gender representation in the monitored 
media 

 
 
Despite the notable increase in women’s 
voices, this did not translate across all the 
monitored platforms, seeing as the print media 
only featured male political actors.  
  
Conclusion  
 
Media Monitors observed that, coverage of 
political actors continues to be centred on CCC 
and ZANU PF. Contesting candidates were not 
featured in the privately owned media and 
there was relatively more visibility of women 
political actors compared to the previous day.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 

Annex 1: Political Parties Contesting the Election     

APP -All People’s Party  
CCC -Citizens Coalition for Change  
 DOP -Democratic Opposition Party  
FAS - Federation of African States   
FREEZIM - Free Zimbabwe Congress  
LEAD -Labour, Economists and African Democrats  
MA’AT ZIM - MA’AT Zimbabwe  
MDC-A - Movement for Democratic Change Alliance -  
NPF - New Patriotic Front   
PZ -Patriotic Zimbabweans  
RPZ -Republican Party of Zimbabwe  
UDA- United Democratic Alliance  
UZA- United Zimbabwe Alliance  
ZANU PF - Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front  
ZAPU - Zimbabwe African People’s Union  

ZLP - Zimbabwe Labour Party 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Annex 2: Space and Time allocated to the monitored political actors on March 3, 2022 

Actor 

 
 
 
Role in election 

Party 
affiliation 

ZBC 
(Time in 
seconds) 

Government 
Controlled 

Newspapers 
(Space in 

cm2) 

Privately 
Owned 

Newspapers 
(Space in 

cm2) 

Chamisa Nelson Party Leader CCC - - 1 

Emerson Mnangagwa Party Leader Zanu PF  120 41 - 

Mwonzora Douglas Party Leader  MDC A - - 1 

Mutsvangwa 
Christopher Spokesperson Zanu PF  70 - - 

Biti Tendai National Assembly CCC 43 - - 

Esau Mupfumi National Assembly Zanu PF  78 - - 

Garikai Mlambo National Assembly UZA 38 - - 

Gumbo Mavs National Assembly Zanu PF  - - - 

Jinjika Norbet National Assembly Zanu PF  24 40 - 

Makari Zarelah National assembly Zanu PF  70 - - 
Mbanga Christopher National Assembly MDC A  79 - - 

Musarurwa Precious National Assembly  LEAD 35 - - 

Settlement Chikwinya National Assembly CCC - 15 - 
 
 


